Abstract-The paper gives a method to determine a blade line element cutting angle of tillage inclined and vertical flat disks. Formulas are obtained for the blade line element cutting angle of discs, depending on its geometric and operating parameters. Similar dependencies based on the angle, characterizing soil ripping capability of any elementary disc surface area, were determined. Based on these dependencies, it was demonstrated that the vertical discs crumble the soil better than inclined ones. For small depth for the angle, characterizing ripping capability, they are closer to plows and go far beyond rotatory cultivators. Using the dependencies for blade line element cutting angles of discs, the authors demonstrated the way one can narrow the scope for rational choice of geometrical and mode parameters of disks and thus reduce the scope and duration of necessary experimental studies. For an optimal range of all blade line element cutting angles, interacting with the soil, one need either brake disks hard enough or force them to rotate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Disk till-plows are used not only for grain and other crops primary tillage, but also for secondary and out of crop tillage. Plows with flat discs are preferable for the last two types of work as they spray soil less and do not bring its bottom (wet) layers to the surface. In addition, when processing stubble fields with flat discs, a large part of the crop residues on the surface allows keeping moisture, so the till-plows with such discs are commonly used in areas prone to soil wind erosion. Since 1968, 30% of till-plows of the LD-10 were manufactured with flat disks [1] .
For more efficient use of disks, slow or active rotation modes are used in the tillage. Till-plow discs slowing down enables to improve their agrotechnical and energy performance when operating at higher speeds [2] . Forced discs rotation from the tractor PTO shaft is used in the harrow of "Brown" company (UK), which is used for stubble primary and secondary tillage [3] .
It was also suggested to set discs not vertically but at some acute angle to the daylight field surface to increase operating speeds and improve qualitative operation characteristics of the till-plow. Such discs swing and turn the soil much less, but better [4] .
It is necessary to know dependence of their power characteristics from the geometric and operating parameters of the discs to design such tools with the cultivation disks. However, works on their experimental determination are relatively rare [1, 3] , hence a theoretical analysis of the interaction of tillage disc with the soil is of great importance. It reduces the amount of necessary experiments based on their proper planning.
Optimal parameters and operation modes of the rotary work tools of tillage machines and tools ensure quality tillage with minimum specific energy consumption [5, 6] . It is necessary to analyze interaction of work tools with the soil to determine such optimal combination. This task is quite difficult, and designers often have to confine themselves to their kinematic analysis, studying the movement of rotary work tools less regard to applied forces. Even a relatively simple analysis in some cases allows reasonable choosing of constructive and technological parameters of the work tools by narrowing the range of allowable values for these parameters.
The first step of kinematic analysis is the determination of laws of motion of the rotary work tools, including disk, their elements and points. A number of authors are limited to such laws of motion [7] . Set laws of rotary work tools points' motion allow setting a motion path of these points. And the analysis of these paths allows to make important conclusions on the quality of the soil, in particular, to determine the dependence of the plow sole irregularities from the parameters of the work tool, and to choose these parameters so as to ensure implementation of agro-technical requirements [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In addition, in some cases, this analysis and the analysis of velocities and acceleration of various points of rotary work tool allow one to choose design and operating parameters of the rotary work tools, providing a more effective impact on the soil while reducing the specific energy consumption for the tillage [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The purpose of this paper is to conduct a kinematic analysis of the tillage disk to obtain the priori conditions that allow rational choosing of its design parameters and operation modes.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
From the analogy with the dihedral wedge, G. E. Listopad and F.M. Kanarev proposed to evaluate the soil ripping capability with elementary area of the work tool moulded surface with the angle value of  between the normal vector to the area and the vector of absolute velocity of any point of the considered area [19] . They substantiated their proposal by the fact that reducing this angle increases the stress concentration in the soil, and therefore increases the likelihood of its destruction. According to their data, the angle in the most common designs of plows varies in the range of 45 9 and designs of rotary tiller; the most widespread in practice, the range of variation of this angle is 90 9.
Let us define the change range of angle  for an inclined tillage disk, moving at an angle of attack. The disc motion can be considered as complex: made up of constant speed Vп forward movement of the till-plow and rotary motion around the axis of the disk, with a certain constant angular velocity .
Let us connect the disc center with the disc system of the moving axes Oxyz, moving steadily at a speed Vп, the axis Оx which will guide parallel to the straight line of intersection of the disc plane with the horizontal surface, the axis Оz in the disc plane perpendicular to the axis Оx down, and the axis Оy perpendicular to the disc plane in the direction which corresponds to right coordinate system (Fig. 1 ).
Elementary disc area is determined by its some point M, which position can be determined by its polar radius  and angle  between the radius vector of this point and positive direction of the axis Оz, considering the positive direction of the reference angle -counterclockwise direction from the positive direction of axis Оy: M(sin; 0; cos).
In case of direct rotation, the angular velocity vector of disk  is directed along the axis of the disk in the direction of the soil that is opposite to the axis Оy, therefore, in the present coordinate system it has coordinates  = {0; -; 0}.
Relative velocity Vо of point M is defined as the speed of the corresponding point of the disk, performing rotational movement around the axis Оy only. Since coordinates of the radius-vector of point M are equal to its coordinates, then:
Disk forward velocity vector in the chosen system of coordinates has the following coordinates:
The vector of the absolute velocity Vа of the point M is determined as the geometric sum of the vectors Vо and Vп and, because of (1) and (2) 
Since the unit vector j of the axis Oy' is perpendicular to the disk, then
where u = .
When tillage to a depth (max) h, angle  varies in the
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Discs of diskers manufactured are usually vertical ( = 90) and expression (5) As per agro-technical requirements the primary tillage depth is h = 0.040.06 m [3] . According to V [3] . These values correspond to the relative depths  = 0.1780.267. The calculations show that the maximum value of the angle  in this case does not exceed 4560, which is significantly less than the value of this angle for the rotary tillers, and close to its value for plows. As per agricultural requirements, the discs of the disker should crumble the soil well enough [20] . Hence, the vertical discs satisfy this requirement.
The analysis shows that with the decrease of the disc tilt angle  the maximum value of the angle  increases and for  = 60 at the same relative landing it is 6068. That is, with decreasing disc tilt angle, their digging capacity decreases.
The ability of tillage disks to efficiently perform technological functions and the required energy consumption are largely determined by the basic angles of cut sections of their blades. Let us define these angles and analyze their dependence on the geometric and operating parameters for a rational choice of values for these parameters.
For a model of compressible soil layer, the angle of cut with triangular wedge  is determined by V.V. Blednikh [21] as the angle between the direction of movement of the soil wedge and the direction opposite to the direction of movement of the wedge, i.e. this angle completes the angle between the normal to the plane of the wedge and the vector of its forward speed to the angle is equal to /2 (see Fig. 3 ). Individual elementary sections of the flat disk blade can be considered as elementary triangular wedges with the common normal, which coincides with the normal to the disk, but moving at different absolute velocities, and therefore, having different cutting angles. As for blade, points  = r and the cutting angle  = /2 - (see Fig. 3 ), the sine of the cutting angle  of elementary section of the blade, defined by the angle , is determined from (5) Based on this graph, when >1 the cutting angle of any elementary area of the blade decreases, prompting suggestions that the forced rotation disks provides lower specific energy consumption compared to passive disks. 
the critical point is found from the equation: sincoscos + cossin = 0, or sin(+) = 0, that is:
The study of the derivative signs shows that this critical point is a maximum point, and given the fact that: (6) and (7) we find the sine of the maximum cutting angle of the elementary section of the blade:
on the condition:
In this case, for vertical discs (sin = 1, cos = 0) the sine of the maximum cutting angle of the elementary section of the blade is achieved when  = 0, i.e., for the elementary section of the blade adjacent to the most recessed point of the disc, and is: 
, at given lead angle  and the angle of disc inclination , the most cutting angle 2 this value  takes the value of 90.
The smallest cutting angle corresponds to the value of =0, i.e. the elementary section of the blade is adjacent to the front point located on the daylight surface of the disk. Based on (6): 
From experimental works on dihedral wedge we known range of optimum angles of soil cutting [22] :
Therefore, tillage disc will operate at the lowest specific energy consumption when the following two conditions:
where the sines of the angles 1 and 2 are determined for inclined disks by equations (8) and (10), and for verticalequations (9) and (11).
These terms can be used for a rational selection of geometrical parameters and operating conditions of the disc: they act as functional limitations that allow one to narrow the choice of parameters and to reduce the required number of laboratory and field experiments, requiring a long time and significant material costs for the implementation.
Inequations (12) can be interpreted as follows, the allowable range of parameters variation is determined for inclined disks (<90) with surfaces of functions (8) and (10) level, and for vertical disks (=90) with surfaces of functions (9) and (11) level.
Let us consider in detail a simpler case of vertical discs. In this case, it is easy to see that the level line for sin2=sinmax consists of two branches, which are set by the following equations:
And two branches of level line for the sin1=sinmin have the form
Conditions (12) with (13) and (14) in this case can be written as follows: (15) Let us assume for certainty that =0,4, min=15, max=30. cutting angles, interacting with the soil, one need either brake disks that are hard enough (0,6) or force them to rotate (1,4). In addition, the lead angles of the disks in the braking operation can be up to 1.5-2 times lower than lead angles of forced rotation modes.
III. CONCLUSIONS
This study allows drawing the following conclusions:
1. Vertical discs crumble the soil better than inclined ones. For small depth of the angle, characterizing ripping capability, they are closer to plows and go far beyond rotary tillers.
2. The methodology for the calculation of blade line element cutting angle of disc is set.
3. For an optimal range of all blade line element cutting angles, interacting with the soil, one need either brake disks that are hard enough or force them to rotate.
